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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the nature of tie infant social' .

'arid.-Infants develop attachments to both parents. lather -child and
*ether-child relationships. are guallaatively different.. They involve
Alifirrest types of experiences .and different implicationd,for-
4:he child's personality development. The fathers' 'sex - differentiating
imebavior,fltlises the Children's-I-especially the bbyse.--attention on A.
the same -sex parent. Early parent' - infant interac%ions may facilitate
*ei role acquisition. Siklings sees to play at important role in
tricilitating infmt dasterrover the inanimate environment: It'
appears that Watts are not attached to their preschool-aged
41101140.-Ust siblings may still exert an important impact on infant--

elogsent..Parent-infantand. sibling infant relationships, both
inderstOre the need for theory and research.oh the complexity add .

neltidimensionality of the 'infant 'social world. (Author/J/4)
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, . For the, last, Years, I have been engaged inereseatctai;ed

describing the nature of the infant social world.' My initial 'focus was .

f

' on familrinfant relationsi although my students and I have siupe turned

our attentiqn to extrafamilial-reiationships as

4

When embarked on this program .of research,'we.were cresting a wave

of researchand theorizing concerning the mothir-infant relationship: In

the eyes f contemporary psyCholtgists, nothing existed in the infant's
. ..

I
'world save its mother. As a

.
result, the firl study was a home-tased

.-

.

'longitudinal investigation of the development of infint-mother and infant-

father attachments (Lamb,1976b, 1977c, 1977d), This project had two

.

mejor goals: to'deterine whether young infants developed equivalent

tattaehments to both parents and whether the mother -infantand father-

. ant relationships were qualitatively similar.or different.
.-- .

. . To addresb the fifst question, we recorded the occurrence of a
,

variety oSehaviors which shoad,
,

according to attachment theorists, .be

.

directed to attachment figures more often than to non-attachment figures,.
4 '

The frequencies with which these behaviors we directed to mothers,

fathers, rand an unfamiliar investigator'wers thelalempsred; The resuls

were quite'clear cut. Between 7 and 24 months of age# the infants.
A.

showed preferences for both parents frier the visitor on the attachment
.1r

behavior.measures. More importintly, they Allowed no preference fer
1

either parent over the other between 7 and 13 months of age. From 15

months, they showed significant and consistent preferences for thiir

fathers. *A

These data illustrate quite convincingly that infanta deridep attach-

. ->"

-meats to both their parents', although the data concerning preferences'

deserve further comment. Ainsworth has stated --and I agree with her-

4
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that true preferences among attachMentfigures are unlikelyto"be revealed

Ap stress -free settings such as thOse
.

sampled by my home Aseavation pro-

cedure..) Under stress, hoiiever, babies should reduce the amount of inter,

action with subsidiary attachment figures, and,focus,their behavior more

narrowly upon primary attachment figur4s. 'Fn stressful laboratory situa-
. 0 .

tions at b oth 12 and 18 aontA, in fact, we found that Infants overwhelm-.

ingly turned to their mothers when'they had the choice (Lamb). 1976a; i9768).

,When they did not lave the choioe, they Orgeinized their behavior identi-

,

cally around whichever parent was with them. This confirmed that the

p

Wants' were attached to both parents although mothers were crearlypre,

ferred.

. . . .

The fact that babies-are attached to rth parents may be relatively
.*-

.

unimportant if-one relationship
'

is redundant. The implicit assumption
...

/

of those who urge that attention be focused onthefether7infant relah-

tionship is that the father-Child and mother-child relationships are

qualitatively differentthat they involve different types of experiences
,

f
.

and hence .have different implications for the chiles personality develop-
, . .

ment (cf. Lamb, 1976c). To test this asiumptidn. we focused on two tm-

portant interactional contexts --thope centered around holding thata,_

I

/. fent; and those involving parent -01fant play.' Analysts of the-home.ob
4

iervation transcripts revealed that fathers and mothers indee providedd
-c ,

very different types Of experiences for their infants. Mothers held
4

their infants primarily to initiate'iome ciretaking, activity' o1 to

restrain them. When they plai0; it was typically a conventionti.geme

. -

(like leek -a=boo or pat-a-cake)* or else involved' brief toy. stimulation.
./ '

Fathers,' by contrasti, typically picked up their babies to play with.then4,
. . -, y

.

and plaied.physically stimlating unirtdictable games. Not syrprisingly,
..--

the babies restonded more positivelY'to play and physical contadt.with
- , - t

)

A
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their'fithers,

3

These.data.are important, for they indicate that mothers and'fathera.

represent different types .of experiences for their infants, 'If one assumes

P thit different types of experiences are associated kith different out,

comes,. then icseems likely that the mother-infant and father-infant re-
,

lationships may have independent and differentiable implications for the

course of personality development. You will note, furthermore, that the

types orexperiences the parents represent are related toe the sex-roles

they asspme. This s\ggests that the differences between the mother.- .

',,..Infant and father-infant relationships may be especially important in

the development 'of sex roles.' Some other evidenceisuiports this.' First,
'4

,

4

we found that the fathers were twice as active in interaction with their .

sons as with theirlaughters during the second year, Further, they were

'twice as active in interaction, with 'their sons as wire the motors, who'

Aid not differentiate between sons and daughters in this. Say.: Although
,P

the'timing was inconsistent, making empirical verificatinti difficult,

I

the observers also reported a temporary withdrawal of fathers from their

.daughters during the second year (Lamb, 1977e).

The net impact of the fathers' sex-differentiating behalkor was to
.

'4

Increase their relative salience in the eyes of their sons, and the re-
. .

fative salience of their wives in the eyes. of their daughters, ln other
. .

,

the children'

'

. ..

They were apparently

worda,the fathers' behavior served to focus

the boys' -- attention on the.same saN parent,

successful in this endeavor. Analyses revealed that by 24 months, 90%,

of the boys interacted preferentially with their fathers while the
. .

1
. .

,
.

. 'majority of the children preferring their mothers were girls (Lamb, /977e),

$

/
The facts a) that parents.behbve in sex-stereotypedilion

.

1

b) that fathers act I a way t the relative

15
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salience of the same -vex parent in the infant's eyes and

'c) that infants $o. in fact fOcuattention on the same -sex

parent

all suggest that early father-infant-idteractions may greatly facilitate

gender role acquisiOn.
,

e Mothers and fathers, then, may play sighificant and differentiable.

rblee in the psychosocial development of their children. Whatever the

difference.; however; both relationships involve adults whose explicit

. responsibility it is to socialize their children. Siblings, may. represent

important relationships of an entirely different type, yet their role

has been ignored almost completely.'

.

Thus far, we have conducted four studies of sibling-infant interac-

tion (Lamb, 107a, 1977f, 1977g, 1978a). The have dnrolved 12, 18,

and 21 month old infants interacting with siblings who were 2040 month*

Older than then: All oicservations have been made in standardized labora-

tory settings in which infantshave access to their patents as well as

omr.

to theit -siblings.

The,findings have been revealing. Hirst, there is very little direCt
.

..interaction between, siblings in the novel laboratory setting. Both. infants

and preschoolers interact more with their parents tan with their siblings.

However, when we examine the types of.interaction, we findisome interest-
, %

.

,

7,

. ing asymuitries in the patterns of interaction.' The older 'childripio4kot
. t . _

direct much of their,behavior to;Ward infant siblings, When 'they do aoknow,-

.1' \

ledge the others, they are most likely to vocalize or to proffer toys.

.,,,,

The infants, by 6",iiRtrast, appear to be inordinate/7 interested in their.
1

. #

.
. -

siblings' actiViele. They, monitor them and their activity and take tuba --_
. .

;primary respAsibility'for maintaining proximity. Infants match their

siblings' acts rather than the siblings themselves, whereas the'reverse

it
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is .true of the older children. Further, the infants ere far, more likely
Y f1

than the older children both_to take over toys recently aband6ned*by thi

a
her and. to imitate the'olhere behavior.

These :acts all suggest that siblings play an important role In,.

fact itating mastery over the inanimate environment. Peers appear t6

A

1

0
play Similar role cf. Rubenstein & Howes, 1976)., although we find

, -

that in ants interact mainly withtheirsiblings when-they are abli to

f - 4 4

choose among siblings, siblings' peers, and peers (Lamb, 1977g):

Clearly, parents and siblings appear to ihfluence'vtri'different

. . s)r.
c.

.

,
aspects of developmentduring infancy. Some other data are relevant also.

Usually, the entrance of a third person reduced the amount of inter-
. ....

.

IC°

action between, the members of adyad (Lamb, 1978b), 'Mover, the entrance

of a sibling diva not affect the le1.411s of parent-infant interaction
* 4

like the entrance of a parent does (Lamb, 1977a). Similarly, ,the en--

trance of a patent reduces the amount of parent-infant interaction but

has no,effect.on the' - amount bf sibling - infant interaction (Lamb, 1978a);

These data provide confirmatory--albeit dircumstantial--vidence that parents

and children indeed represent different interactional systems.

Using all criteria, One would have to conclude from our

data and those gathered in rural Kenya by CarolyntEdwaida'(Edwards &

Whiting, 1976) that infantare not 'attached to.their preschool-aged

siblings. This does not mean, however, that siblings are unimportant.'

They may be Unimportant as attachment objeqs, as sources of security,

and as caretakers, yet they may 8041 exert a rather isportaht impact On'

the infants' development. More generally, the data wt have gathered -

concerning both-parent and sibling-infant(relationshipsyinderscore

the need for theorists to go,beyond the simplistic notion that-the most

import iita task in research on infaRt socialrelations.is to identify' the

7.
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Infants ittachment,fibures. Equally apparent is the need tO Acknowledge,

in bOti theory and research, the complexity-and multidimensionality of

the infant social world (iamb, 1977b).
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